
VIRTUAL COCKTAIL  MAKING CLASSES

INTRODUCING MIXOLOGY EVENTS’ VIRTUAL 

COCKTAIL CLASSES. OUR HUMBLE ANSWER  

TO THE VIRTUAL PUB QUIZ, 10PM CURFEWS, 

AND THE RULE OF 6.

“THE BEST INTERACTIVE GROUP 

COCKTAIL MAKING CLASSES 

ON THE MARKET”

LIKE OUR CLASSES, THIS PDF IS INTERACTIVE 

SO PLEASE CLICK TO GO PLACES

https://ttliquor.co.uk/cocktail-making-classes/virtual-cocktail-classes/


THE BOX

We deliver all the professional-standard equipment 

you’ll need for your virtual class straight to your 

door, wherever you are in the world. These boxes 

contain all the essential tools you’ll find in every 

good bartender’s armoury – including a stainless 

steel cocktail shaker, strainer, bar spoon, and 

jigger/measure. All you’ll need to provide is a knife 

and cutting board.

As well as equipment, we dispatch all the required 

ingredients for your virtual class from our specialist 

liquor store, including the premium spirits, mixers, 

and fresh fruit. We also conceal a special mystery 

ingredient inside every box, which – to stand any 

chance of winning – you’ll need to incorporate into 

your competition cocktail at the session’s end.



WHO WE ARE

Mixology Events, as the name suggests, is the 

events arm of our business, and will provide the 

mixologists to lead your class. Since being set up in 

2009, Mixology Events has been dedicated to all 

things related to high-quality alcoholic beverages, 

delivering a range of cocktail-based experiences to 

a range of venues across the UK. 

Our boxes, meanwhile, are packed and dispatched 

from the liquor store inside our flagship venue, TT 

Liquor in Shoreditch, which opened its doors back 

in March 2017.

LET’S BUY YOUR TEAM A DRINK 

Although the Cellar Bar is currently closed, you can 

be the first to know about it reopening its doors by 

signing up to our newsletter. 

We won’t forget your support, and we’ll be sure to 

repay it in kind with a few complimentary drinks for 

your team when all this blows over.

Sign up to Newsletter      

https://ttliquor.co.uk/mailing-list/


WHY US?

WHY USE  US  FOR  YOUR  V I R TUAL 

COCKTA I L  CLASS?

•  We can offer a team of dedicated events 

organisers, who will help take care of every 

aspect of your event from start to finish.

•  Our classes can be fully customised to suit any 

diet, any style, and any taste. Nobody gets left 

out.

•  We can rely on over a decade’s worth of in-

depth experience delivering interactive cocktail 

masterclasses.

•  We follow our own rule of 6. As long as your 

group size is larger than that we can deliver.  

No limits.

•  Our classes are interactive, informative, and 

award-winning.

•  We’re comfortable on any platform. We can 

conduct our classes on a video conferencing 

platform of your choice.

•  We’re taking this thing seriously. We’ve already 

shipped over 4,000 boxes to over 50 countries 

and counting, so you can rely on us for our 

professionalism and efficiency.



MASTERCLASS FORMAT

Booking Process: To get things started, first decide if you want to 

join a public class or, if there are six or more of you, set up a private 

class of your own. Choose from our range of different menu and 

class varieties to tailor your online cocktail experience to best suit 

your tastes.

Delivery & Prep: All equipment and ingredients are delivered 

straight to your door a few days prior. Your box also contains 

guidance on how to set up your bar station and how to make your 

own ice at home, which you’ll ideally need to do in advance. 

Invitation: On the day of your virtual class, we’ll send out a Zoom 

meeting invitation. Our interactive virtual cocktail classes last roughly 

1-1.5 hours.

Intro & Reception Cocktail: Pour your pre-batched reception 

cocktail into a glass with ice to enjoy during the class introduction 

from your host. 

Make Two / Three Cocktails: Your host will take you through each 

drink one by one whilst guests attempt to recreate them as closely as 

possible before drinking. 

Competition: Each bar will then be pitted against the rest and given 

8 minutes to produce their very own cocktail creation, using the 

‘mystery ingredients’ we include in your pack as well as any garnish 

you can find around your house.



WHAT’S  IN  
THE BOX. . .

OUR STANDARD BOX COMES PACKED 

WITH ALL THE ESSENTIALS NEEDED  

FOR THE CLASS:

• 1x Spill Mat 

• 1x Boston Tin 

• 1x Boston Glass 

• 1x Bar Spoon 

• 1x Muddler 

• 1x Speed Pourer 

• 1x Jigger 

• 1x Hawthorne Strainer 

• 1x Pack of Straws

The Delivery

Speed Pourer 

Bar Spoon

Spill Mat

Hawthorne Strainer 

Jigger

 Boston Glass & Tin 

Muddler

Straws



. . .WHAT ELSE IS  IN 
THE BOX?
Your box also contains enough premium spirits 

and ingredients to make 8 cocktails as standard, 

so participants can share with a friend if they’re 

feeling generous.

GUEST SPIRIT:

Participants will also receive a bonus measure of 

one of our favourite spirits from the shop for the 

cocktail competition at the end.



NOBODY GETS  
LEFT  OUT

We pride ourselves on the flexibility of our classes, 

and we are able to cater for a wide range of 

dietary requirements - from gluten-free to alcohol-

free and everything in between - all in the same 

booking, seamlessly. Simply let our dedicated  

event organisers know beforehand and we’ll  

take it from there.



SEASONS GREETINGS
MAKE 9 SUITABLY SEASONAL COCKTAILS IN TOTAL  

ACROSS OUR FESTIVE MASTERCLASSES.



FESTIVE PACK 

Santa’s Hat and Beard or Elf’s Hat and Ears, 2 x Crackers, Party 

Poppers and Mini Christmas Tree 

£10 (per box) 

DELI  BOARDS

Serrano Ham, Spanish Olives, Cheese and Rosemary Focaccia.  

£10 (per box)

HALF BOTTLE OF MOET

37.5cl of Moet Chandon Champagne enough for 3 Glasses 

£23 (per box)

You can pack your boxes with traditional Christmas attire, enough 

ingredients and garnish for nine seasonal cocktails, with the option to 

add a half Bottle of Champagne, deli boards and bonus  

Christmas goodies.

FESTIVE ADD - ONS



More of a visual learner? Check 

out our virtual cocktail class video 

overview on our YouTube channel.

Watch Now   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhaX5Kn88D0


AFTER THE CLASS 

Once you’ve mastered the basics and tried your 

hand at the bonus recipe card we conceal in 

every box, we encourage you to try out our ever-

expanding catalogue of cocktail recipes using your 

newfound knowledge and pro equipment.

From signature house serves to cocktail classics, we 

have recipes to suit all tastes and ability levels. Why 

not try one of them out today to get a taste of what 

we can offer?.

View Our Recipes       

https://ttliquor.co.uk/search-how-to/


What type of virtual cocktail classes can I do?

We have a wide range of cocktail options for each virtual class. You can choose to learn some of the 
quintessential drinks of bartending history, update them for the 21st century using modern techniques 
and ingredients with our classic class, get to grips with all things juniper on our classic gin-based 
virtual cocktail class, or let your hair down as we work our way through the extensive cocktail 
repertoire of legendary bartender Donn Beach during our tiki class.

Who will be teaching us during the class?

Our dedicated team of expert bartenders will be showing you the ropes. They’re an eclectic bunch and 
have come to us from all four corners of the globe to share their expertise with you. With a combined 
experience of over 50 years between them, picked up via some of the world’s top bars, you can rest 
assured that you’ll be picking up some true insider knowledge.

What dietary requirements do your virtual classes cater for?

We pride ourselves on the flexibility of our classes, and we are able to cater for a wide range of 
dietary requirements - from gluten-free to alcohol-free - all in the same booking, seamlessly. Simply let 
our dedicated event organisers know beforehand and we’ll take it from there.

What is the minimum number of guests for a private class?...

We require a minimum of 6 guests for a private class. If you are a party of 5 or less, don’t be deterred - 
join us on one of our public sessions, which take place every other Friday evening.

Why should I do a virtual cocktail class?

Our masterclasses have been specifically designed to be a versatile response to the various problems 

posed by the lockdown era; providing a distinctive, informative, and collaborative activity to friends, 

family and colleagues alike. 

Whether it’s in aid of the perfect night in with your housemates, laying on a virtual cocktail party with 

some friends, organising a fun and distinctive team building activity with your colleagues, or simply 

lying back while we bring a taste of your favourite bar to your front door, these masterclasses tick 

plenty of boxes while helping you think outside of it.

... and the maximum?

Theoretically, there is no maximum number of guests we can cater to. Our record to date is 800 people 
making cocktails simultaneously, with boxes packed and dispatched to 23 different countries. Why not 
test us out and see if we can smash it?

Do you offer classes in languages besides English?

Yes, thanks to our diverse staff we are also able to conduct our classes fluently in French, German, 
Italian, Spanish, Danish and Serbian. If you don’t see your preferred language on our list, please let 
your event organiser know and we’ll do what we can to accommodate.

How many cocktails do we make?

Our standard class contains all the ingredients for 9 cocktails in total - including a welcome drink, 
three class cocktails (2 servings), and extra ingredients for a competition cocktail at the end. Whether 
you go all out on the double-shot cocktails or save some ingredients for afterwards, is up to you. We 
also have options for as many or as few cocktails as you like - just give us a heads up.

Who can I talk to about my booking?

We have a full-time team of in-house professional event organisers based at our flagship venue in 
Shoreditch. Our office hours are Monday-Friday 9am-6pm, so please call us with any questions at all. 
If our office is currently closed, please feel free to drop us an email and we’ll get back to you at the 
next available opportunity.

How long have you been conducting cocktail classes for?

We’re the pioneers of mobile cocktail classes, so we can draw on over a decade’s worth of experience 
and relationships for our virtual classes. Having been around the block a fair few times, you can count 
on us for our reliability, consistency and quality.

Will I get my own personal event organiser?

Yes! The very same event organiser will stay with you from planning and booking your event, on the day 
and post-event, so you can sit back and enjoy some cocktails while we handle the rest.

FAQ’S



020 8003 7982

If you need help with anything else, please call us in the number below


